The City of Suzhou

Suzhou is a major city located in the southeast of Jiangsu Province in Eastern China, adjacent to Shanghai Municipality. The city is situated on the lower reaches of the Yangtze River and on the shores of Taihu Lake and is a part of the Yangtze River Delta region. Administratively, Suzhou is a prefecture-level city with an urban population of over 4 million expanding to over 10 million in the administrative area.

Originally founded in 514 BCE, Suzhou has over 2,500 years of rich history, and relics of the past are abundant to this day. The city’s canals, stone bridges, pagodas, and meticulously designed gardens have contributed to its status as one of the top tourist attractions in China. Since the Song Dynasty (960-1279), it has also been an important centre for China’s silk industry. The classical gardens in Suzhou were added to the list of the UNESCO World Heritage Sites in 1997 and 2000. Suzhou is often dubbed the “Venice of the East” or “Venice of China”.

For traffic, Suzhou is conveniently located on the Jinghu Railway taking about 25 minutes to Shanghai Hongqiao airport station, and about 5 hours to Beijing.

Important Dates

Paper for Archives based on abstract review:
Submission of abstracts, 12 January 2014
Notification of abstract acceptance, 15 February 2014
Submission of camera ready full papers, 24 March 2014

Paper for Annals based on double-blind peer-reviewed:
Submission of full paper, 12 January 2014
Notification of paper acceptance, 28 February 2014
Submission of camera ready full papers, 24 March 2014

Registration

3500 RMB each participant by Jan. 12, 2014
3800 RMB each participant after Jan. 12, 2014
2000 RMB each full time student or seniors
1800 RMB each accompanying person (no access to sessions)

The fee includes all symposium sessions, the material package, the symposium CD, welcome reception, lunches and coffee breaks during the symposium

Contact Information

Mr. Hongping ZHANG (for papers and technical programme)
National Geomatics Center of China
28 Lianhuachi West Road, Beijing, 100830, China
Tel: +86-10-63880342; Fax: +86-10-63880251
E-mail: zhanghongping@nsdi.gov.cn, isprs14@nsdi.gov.cn

Ms. Huan ZHAO (for registration and hotel & tour reservation)
Beijing GrandTrip International Travel Service Co. Ltd.
F4 Dongliang Bldg. No.8 East Ave. Deshengmen Xicheng Dist.
Beijing 100009, China
Tel: +86-10-84057338; Fax: +86-10-84057340
E-mail: zhaohuan bj@gmail.com

Symposium Website
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Hosted by
National Geomatics Center of China

Supported by
State Bureau of Surveying and Mapping, China
Chinese Society of Geodesy, Photogrammetry and Cartography
GNSS & LBS Association of China
China Association of GIS
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Sponsored by
Tianditu Co. Ltd.
Beijing Geoway Information Technology Inc.
Geo-Compass Information Technology Co. Ltd.
The Symposium, as one of the most important events of ISPRS Technical Commission IV, is to provide an interdisciplinary forum for scientists, researchers and practitioners in the field of “Geo-spatial databases and location based services”. The participants of the Symposium will present the latest developments and applications, discuss cutting-edge technologies, exchange research ideas, and promote international collaboration.

The themes of the Symposium will include:
* Methods for the Update and Verification of Geospatial Databases (WG IV/1)
* Global Status of Mapping and Geospatial Database Updating (WG IV/3)
* Global DEM Interoperability (WG IV/3)
* Geospatial Data Infrastructure (WG IV/4)
* Web and Cloud Based Geospatial Services and Applications (WG IV/5)
* Sensor Web and Internet of Things (WG IV/6)
* 3D Indoor Modeling and Navigation (WG IV/7)
* Planetary Mapping and Spatial Databases (WG IV/8)
* Computing Optimization for Spatial Databases and Location based Services (ICWG IV/I)
* Global Land Cover Mapping and Services (ICWG IV/I/II)

The papers accepted by the Symposium will be published in 2 categories:
1. The International Annals of the Photogrammetry, Remote Sensing and Spatial Information Sciences contains double-blind peer-reviewed full papers of the Symposium, provided that at least one of the author(s) pay the registration fee not later than 31 March 2014 and the submission is in the format as specified in the instructions to authors. Please note that a paper not accepted for the Annals can still be included into the Archives with the agreement of the author(s).

2. The International Archives of the Photogrammetry, Remote Sensing and Spatial Information Sciences contains the papers of the Symposium accepted through abstract review, provided that at least one of the author(s) pay the registration fee not later than 31 March 2014 and the submission is in the format as specified in the instructions to authors.

ISPRS TC IV will issue “Young Author Awards” to encourage young authors who are less than 35 years old (Born on or after 1 June 1979) and are the sole author of a high quality paper presented to the Symposium. This award will only be for papers submitted to Annals. The authors should indicate their interest in the Young Author Awards when submitting their full papers.

The Symposium has authorized Copernicus Gesellschaft mbH for management of abstracts and full papers. Please submit your abstract/full paper via the Symposium Website.

Guidelines for authors are available at: http://www.isprs.org/documents/orangebook/app5.aspx

### Scientific Committee

**Chair**

Jie JIANG (President, ISPRS TC IV), China

**Co-Chairs**

David Holland (Chair, WG IV/1), UK
Vladimir Seredovich (Chair, WG IV/2), Russia
Jan-Peter Muller (Chair, WG IV/3), UK
E. Pattabhi Rama Rao (Chair, WG IV/4), India
Bert Veennendaal (Chair, WG IV/5), Australia
Steve H.L. Liang (Chair, WG IV/6), Canada
Sisi Zlatanova (Chair, WG IV/7), The Netherlands
Jürgen Oberst (Chair, WG IV/8), Germany
Chauwei Phil Yang (Chair, ICWG IV/I), USA
Yifang BAI (Chair, ICWG IV/I/II), Sweden
Mir Abolfazl Mostafavi (Chair, ICWG II/IV), Canada
Songjian LI (President, ISPRS TC II), Canada

**Members**

Petra Helmholz (Co-Chair, WG IV/1), Australia
Penglin ZHANG (Co-Chair, WG IV/1), China
Gottfried Konecny (Co-Chair, WG IV/2), Germany
Jianjun LIU (Co-Chair, WG IV/2), China
Dean Gesch (Co-Chair, WG IV/3), USA
Takeo Tadono (Co-Chair, WG IV/3), Japan
Michael P. Finn (Co-Chair, WG IV/4), USA
Dev Raj Paudyal (Co-Chair, WG IV/4), Australia
Maria Brovelli (Co-Chair, WG IV/5), Italy
Lixin Wu (Co-Chair, WG IV/5), China
Wolfgang Kresse (Co-Chair, WG IV/6), Germany
Yao-Ming (Frank) Fang (Co-Chair, WG IV/6), Taiwan, China
George Sithole (Co-Chair, WG IV/7), South Africa
Masaumi NAKAGAWA (Co-Chair, WG IV/7), Japan
Kaichang DI (Co-Chair, WG IV/8), China
Irina Karachavtsveva (Co-Chair, WG IV/8), Russia
David McMeekin (Co-Chair, ICWG IV/I), Australia
Wei HUANG (Co-Chair, ICWG IV/I), China
Chandra GIRI (Co-Chair, ICWG IV/I/II), USA
Lijun CHENG (Co-Chair, ICWG IV/I/II), China

### Symposium Venue

The Symposium venue will be Suzhou Marriott Hotel.

The hotel is located near Suzhou Government & Administrative Service Centre and Suzhou International Expo Center. To travel by car from the Hotel, it will take about 5 minutes to the City Center, 1 hour to the Shanghai Hongqiao Airport, 1 and half hour to Shanghai Pudong Airport, and half an hour to Wuxi Airport.

The hotel can accommodate 17,000 sq ft of space with 13 meeting rooms, 302 deluxe guest rooms, 1 Presidential Suite, 49 Suites and 1 Concierge Level.

**Address of the Venue:**

Suzhou Marriott Hotel
1296 Ganjiang Road West, Jinchang District • Suzhou, 215004 China
Tel: +86 - 512 - 82256888
http://www.suzhou-marriott.com/

Rooms have been reserved at the Symposium Venue and hotels nearby. Special rates have been obtained for the participants of the Symposium if you book through the Local Organizing Committee. Please refer to [http://www.isprs.org/2014tc4symposium/index.html](http://www.isprs.org/2014tc4symposium/index.html) for detailed hotel information.

### Organizing Committee

**Chair**

Jie JIANG (President, ISPRS TC IV), China

**Co-Chair**

JunHong HU (Director, Foreign Affair Office), China
Hongping ZHANG (Secretary, ISPRS TC IV), China